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The Courteous Driver 

✓ Completes entry forms with all numbers, copies of membership cards, health papers, and signatures 
before sending in by the deadline (the earlier the better to help organizers plan). 
 

✓ Lets organizers know if (s)he can’t arrive during daylight hours, or when they are expecting to arrive.           
Does not arrive earlier than when stabling is open unless arrangements are made with management. 

 
✓ Leaves adequate but reasonable space between trailers for access and “escape routes”. 

 
✓ Does not switch stall locations without consulting organizers.  Stalls are assigned for many reasons,        

i.e. equipment sharing, stallions, other safety concerns.  Puts necessary stall requests on entry forms. 
 
✓ Completes the stall identification/emergency contact card. 

 
✓ Keeps his/her stall/trailer area clean throughout the event.  Does not interfere with other peoples’ areas. 
 
✓ Observes signage (“no parking”  “put manure here”). 

 
✓ Doesn’t leave ruts on the lawn with his/her golf cart or ATV. 

 
✓ Uses a dipping bucket to get water from a public tank to prevent spreading disease. 

 
✓ Observes accepted safety practices at all times.  Helps other turnouts do the same. 

 
✓ Is on time.  Checks in with the paddock marshal, starter, or section timer. 

 
✓ Lets the paddock marshal know if (s)he is scratching a class/competition. 

 
✓ Does not tailgate, cut off other turnouts, or stop quickly.   

 
✓ Passes other turnouts if necessary, but gets back to the rail quickly.  Stays on the rail if his/her 

turnout is slower (unless directed otherwise by show officials). 
 

✓ Gets deep into the corners so as not to cut off a turnout that may be passing. 
 

✓ Does not interfere with other turnouts with his/her whip or voice. 
 

✓ Does not “breeze” other turnouts at speed, especially novice horses or drivers. 
 

✓ Keeps moving when exiting the arena and asks their “fan club” to move with them so as not to block 
the gate and cause an accident.  Is gracious and pleasant regardless of placings. 
 

✓ Removes hat to accept awards in the arena (gentlemen). Dresses properly at an awards party.   
 
✓ Says “thank you” to volunteers! 

 
✓ Really cleans his/her stall(s) & trailer area before leaving, even if there is a stall deposit.                              

It is a lot of work for tired organizers. 
 
✓ Writes a personal thank you to organizers and landowners (even by social media). 
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